Our purpose is to help youth and young adults understand and rely on the teachings and Atonement of Jesus Christ, qualify for
the blessings of the temple, and prepare themselves, their families, and others for eternal life with their Father in Heaven.

SEMINARY
How to use
the study calendar?
This seminary calendar is for:
•

Seminary teachers

•

Seminary students

•

Parents of students.

The seminary study calendar is now completely aligned with the
« Come, follow me—for individuals and families » program
calendar. In each family with seminary students, this will greatly
facilitate personal and/or family scripture study.

How to use the calendar?
• The column « Week » indicates the calendar week number
and the Monday to Friday dates.

enrolled in online seminary. Online seminary is accessed on
the Canvas learning platform when the stake presidency has
approved it’s use. Seminary online classes do not replace
Video-conference Zoom classes, but are used by students for
Home-study seminary days. If you have any questions on this
subject, please contact your coordinator.
• The column « Scripture Block / Lesson Title » indicates the
scripture block or the lesson title to study. Lesson numbers,
Canvas modules and lesson titles in red indicate important
lessons with an essential Doctrinal content.
Attention: DM lessons (Doctrinal Mastery) must be taught
the day of the weekly physical class. If this class is taught on
Wednesday and not on Friday for example, the teacher will
have to shift days.

• The column « Learning Assessment » indicates to the teacher
a particular scripture block that must be included in his lesson
preparation. This means that in the learning assessment at
the end of the semester, a question will be asked on that
• The column « Come, Follow Me » indicates the scripture
scripture. The teacher can consult the seminary assessment
block to study every week in the program Come, follow me –
guide of that semester for more information.
for individuals and families.
• The column « Day» indicates the weekdays Monday to
Tuesday. Days in red indicate holidays or school vacations. In
these instances, there is normally no seminary class that day.

• The column « Student » indicates the reference of the Homestudy Guide for Seminary Students. When a student does
his home-study or has attendance to catch up, he uses this
reference to access the manual, study the exercises of the
day and accomplish by writing the tasks marked with a purple
pen. When there is no reference, it is the teacher who
decides and gives the work to be done to compensate
absences.
• The column « Teacher » indicates the references of the
lessons in the Seminary Teacher Manual or the Doctrinal
Mastery Teacher Manual that are used to prepare the
seminary lesson to teach.
• The column « Canvas » indicates the module’s number to
study and complete for the daily task when the student is

Link to the seminary assessment guide:
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/manual/seminary
-learning-assessments?lang=eng

